
Plane Geometric Figures

A. Polygons

A polygon is a closed figure determined by three or more line segments that lie in a
plane. The line segments that form the polygon are called its sides. The figures below
are examples of polygons.

A regular polygon is one in which all sides have the same length and all angles
have the same measure. The polygons in Figures A, C, and D above are regular
polygons.

The name of a polygon is based on the number of its sides. The table below lists
the names of polygons that have from 3 to 10 sides.

Number ofSides Name of the Polygon

3 Triangle
4 Quadrilateral
5 Pentagon
6 Hexagon
7 Heptagon
8 Octagon C
9 Nonagon

10 Decagon

OcJogqiv

EXAMPLE l: Use the number of sides to name the polygon.
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Triangles and quadrilaterals are two of the most common types of polygons.
Triangles are distinguished by the number of equal sides and also by the measures of
their angles.

An isosceles triangle has two sides of equal length. The angles opposite the
equal sides are of equal measure.

AC = BC ZA = ZB

The three sides of an equilateral triangle are of equal length. The three angles are of
equal measure.

«o

n AB = BC= AC ZA = ZB = ZC ~ <cD

A scalene triangle has no two sides of equal length. No two angles are of equal
measure.

An acute triangle has three acute angles.

An obtuse triangle has an obtuse angle.
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A right triangle has a right angle.

Quadrilaterals are also distinguished by their sides and angles, as shown below.
Note that a rectangle, a square, and a rhombus are different forms of a parallelogram.

Parallelogram

Opposite sides parallel
Opposite sides equal in length
Opposite angles equal in measure

K«« lanu

FtOpposite sides parallel
^r Opposite sides equal in length

All angles measure 90"
Diagonals equal in length

Q_ _<

Rhombus

Opposite sides paralle

All sides equal in lengt
Opposite angles equal

in measure

+ R- O n
Opposite sides parallel

All sides equal in
length

—1— .-\1 i angles measure 90"

Diagonals equal
in length

i " i r

I>• isi fit's I i ipe/oiil

Two sides parallel

Nonparallel sides equal
in length

EXAMPLE 2: Use the quadrilaterals below to solve the problem.
a. b. c. d. e.
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a) Which of the quadrilaterals shown have any opposite sides that are parallel?
Name these quadrilaterals.

b) Which of the quadrilaterals shown have right angles? Name these quadrilaterals.

c) Which of the quadrilaterals shown have sides of equal length? Name these
quadrilaterals.
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B. Perimeter

The perimeter of a plane geometric figure is a measure of the distance around
the figure.

?}

The perimeter of a quadrilateral is the sum of the lengths of its four sides.
The formula for the perimeter of a rectangle is as follows.

Perimeter of a Triangle

The perimeter of a triangle is the sum of the lengths of the three sides.

Let a, b, and c be the lengths of the sides of a triangle. The perimeter P of the triangle is
vgiven by P = a + b + c.

Perimeter of a Rectangle
Let L represent the length and W the width of a rectangle. The perimeter P of the
rectangle is given by P = 2L + 2W.

Perimeter of a Square
Let s represent the length of a side of a square. The perimeter P of the square is given
by P = 4s.

Circle

A circle is a plane figure in which all points are the same distance from point O,
called the center of the circle.

The diameter of a circle is a line segment across the circle through point O. AB
is a diameter of the circle at the right. The variable d is used to designate the diameter
of a circle.

The radius of a circle is a line segment from the center of the circle to a point on
the circle. OC is a radius of the circle at the right. The variable r is used to designate the
radius of a circle.

The length of the diameter is twice the length of the radius.

d = 2r or r = -d
7
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The Circumference of a Circle

The distance around a circle is called the circumference. The circumference C of a

circle is equal to the product of n (pi) and the diameter.

The circumference C_pi^jsimleju4th diameter of and radius ris given by
JC = 2nr.

The formula for circumference uses the number ny which is an irrational number.

The value of ;rcan be approximated by a fraction or by a decimal.

22
77 ~ —or it ~ 3.14

7

EXAMPLE 3: Find the perimeter of the figure named and shown. Express the perimeter
in the same unit of measure that appears on the given side or sides.

a)

b)

c)

24 in.

5 cm

34my

Rectangle
7cm

7cm

5 cm

Parallelogram

38m

38m

6 in.

n
x

£2-1

18in.

- to -t- m =j^i cm

34m

7in.
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C. Area

Area is the amount of surface in a region. Area can be used to describe the size
of, for example, a rug, a parking lot, a farm, or a national park. Area is measured in
square units.

A square that measures 1 in. on each side has an area of 1 square inch, written
1 in2.A square that measures 1 cm on each side has an area of 1 square centimetre,
written 1 cm2

2 2

Larger areas can be measured in square feet (ft.) , square meters (m) , acres
2 2

(43,560 ft. ), square miles (mi ), or any other square unit.
Area of a rectangle can be found by multiplying the length of the rectangle by its width.

Area of a Rectangle
Let L represent the length and IVthe width of a rectangle. The area A of the rectangle is
given byTfl = LwT]

Area of a Square
Let s represent the length of a side of a square. The area A of the square is given by

A = s .

A =s -s = s2

Area of a Parallelogram
Figure ABCD is a parallelogram. BC is the base b of the parallelogram. AE,
perpendicular to the base, is the height h of the parallelogram.

Let b represent the length of the base and h the height of a parallelogram. The
area A of the parallelogram is given by IA = bh. \
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Area of a Triangle
Figure ABC is a triangle. AB is the base b of the triangle. CD, perpendicular to the base,
is the height h of the triangle.

Let b represent the length of the base and h the height of a triangle. The area A

of the triangle is given by A = -2bh.

Trapezoid

Figure ABCD is a trapezoid. AB is one base, b , of the trapezoid, and CD is the other

base, b . AE, perpendicular to the two bases, is the height h.

In the trapezoid below, the line segment BD divides the trapezoid into two
triangles, ABD and BCD. In triangle ABD, b is the base and h is the height.

In triangle BCD, b is the base and h is the height. The area of the trapezoid is the sum

of the areas of the two triangles.

-

Area of a Trapezoid

Let 6 and o represent the lengths of the bases and h the height of a trapezoid. The

area Aof the trapezoid is given by k =- h(b^ + ^o-W
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Area of a Circle

The area of a circle is equal to the product of n and the square of the radius.

A = irr1-

The area A of a circle with radius r is given by A = nr

EXAMPLE 4: Use formulas to find the area of the figure,
a)

d mi

b) What will it cost to tile a rectangular floor measuring 296 feet by by 36 feet if the
tile costs $13 per square foot? .

3t rt-=3£-^£ -lo.eshit
a^c. C = I3« lo^Sk 4>3S;S2^

c) The rectangular front of a house measures 20 feet by 35 feet. A rectangular door
on the side of the house measures 6 feet by 4 feet. There are also 8 rectangular
windows on the front of the house, each measuring 3 feet by 2 feet. How many
square feet of siding will be needed to cover the front of the house not counting
the area covered by the door and windows?

2o
5IQ OOP

- n Q

bsr

A */&*» - 7tftf -
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d) If asphalt pavement costs $0.90 per square foot, find the cost to pave the circular
road (indicated by dots) in the figure shown.

A ~ T-Qo° -2>GooT - itf'boV'ft2

• =-frc -fi-^lopw-upotfxSiVlift'

4 i^a-Se
e) How many flowers spaced every 6 inches are needed to surround a circular

garden with an 18-foot radius? Round all circumference and area calculations to
the nearest whole number.

i*

c = 9." r

- H3.o7 ft"

f rTr1-- 3.IM • l^= l,on.3ff
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*=4-k(M*.)

*= \. 12 ^li-jis -'IZciu2-

firfcfc j^

Ocact" ^r^ • '?f=lr'r

Cxact **** -^=1^1/-*- .. 2.
w

bj^D^r GuA £* a«* *r= m-3./<i =^Sz./4 m
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